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Abstract--We introduce a new model to deal with imbalanced 
data sets for novelty detection problems where the normal class 
of training data set can be majority or minority class. The key 
idea is to construct an optimal hypersphere such that the inside 
margin between the surface of this sphere and the normal data 
and the outside margin between that surface and the abnormal 
data are as large as possible. Depending on a specific real 
application of novelty detection, the two margins can be 
adjusted to achieve the best true positive and false positive 
rates. Experimental results on a number of data sets showed 
that the proposed model can provide better performance 
comparing with current models for novelty detection. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

B ECAUSE of the popularity of imbalanced datasets, 
Novelty Detection (ND) attracts many concerns of 

researchers. ND copes with the imbalanced datasets 
including both major and minor data in which sometimes the 
ratio of major and minor data could reach to 10.000: l. 
Hence, in ND, we usually deal with the binary problem 
involving two classes which are normal class (positive class) 
and abnormal class (negative class). Depending on the real 
application, the normal class can be majority or minority 
class. The primary purpose of ND is to capture the 
characteristic of data in normal class of training set to 
construct the data description and discover divergence from 
normality as well [1]. This data description helps us answer 
if a new object resembles to the other the normal data of 
training set as well as detect the outliers, i.e. the data not 
very fit to the data description. Although the fact that the 
conduct of data description is basically based on normal 
data, in many cases the data points of the abnormal class 
contribute to refining the data description to make it more 
possible to describe the real datasets. ND is widely applied 
to many application domains such as network intrusion, 
currency validation, user verification in computer systems, 
medical diagnosis [2], and machine fault detection [3]. 

In many real world applications of ND, the cardinality of 
the normal data is much larger than that of the abnormal 
data. The reason is that the normal data is cheap and easy to 
measure while the abnormal data is expensive and hard to 
attain or even in several situations is not available at all. It is 
obviously for instance in case of machine fault detection, the 
normal data is the data under the normal operation and easy 
to obtain while in faulty situation the machine is required to 
devastate completely. Thus we are obligated to learn the 
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model in order to distinguish one class of data from others. 
That is why ND sometimes is called One-Class 
Classification. In general, One-Class Classification is more 
difficult than conventional Two-Class Classification. In 
Two-Class Classification, decision boundary comes from 
samples of two classes while in contrast the decision 
boundary of One-Class Classification is mainly constructed 
from samples of only the normal class. Therefore, it is hard 
to decide how strict decision boundary should be. 

There are several various approaches to solve ND or One
Class Classification including density estimation approach 
[4]-[6], neural network based approach [7]-[10], and kernel 
based approach, etc. In this paper, we concentrate on kernel 
based approach that has been proven to be successful. The 
theoretical analyses of this approach have been proposed in 
[11]-[13]. Following this approach, in geometrical sense, we 
attempt to draw a geometrical shape in feature space in order 
to enclose the normal data or separate the normal data from 
the abnormal data. In one class support vector machine 
(OCSVM) [14], author has proposed to use a hyperplane to 
separate normal data from the origin such that the margin is 
maximized. In support vector data description SVDD [15], 
ones have made use of an optimal hypersphere to enclose 
whole normal data and simultaneously ensure all abnormal 
data are outside the optimal hyperplane [15]. Recently, in 
small sphere large margin model (SSLM) [16], authors have 
recommended to surround all normal data by an optimal 
hypersphere such that the margin---distance from outliers to 
the optimal hypersphere, is maximized. However, due to 
maximizing the one-side margin, the decision boundary 
tends to be pushed away the outliers and likely degrade the 
accuracy over the normal data and the whole performance in 
general. In this paper, we propose an optimal sphere and two 
proportional large margins approach for ND problems. 
Through doing maximization of two-side margins, we can 
balance between accuracies over the normal and abnormal 
data to result in the high general performance. In addition, 
the adjustment of the ratio between two margins can affect 
effectively to the true positive and false negative rates for 
different applications of ND. 

For the purpose of formulation, we formulate the 
imbalanced training set by xl'x2, • • •  ,xm,+m, where first mj 

data points are labeled +1 and the remaining m2 data points 
are labeled -1. Let us also denote the label of data points Xi 

as Yi (i = l..ml + m2 ) , where Yi = + 1 (i = 1..mj), Yi = -1 ( 

i = mj + 1..s ) and s = � + m2 • 



II. KERNEL BASED APPROACHES FOR NOVELTY 
DETECTION PROBLEMS 

A. One Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) 
In OCSVM [14], one attempt to draw a hyperplane in 

order to separate all normal data and origin as well as at the 
same time maximize the margin. OCSVM can be modeled 
as follows 

subject to wT ¢(xJ:?: p-� ,i = l..s 
where w is the normal vector of the hyperplane, p is the 
margin, v is a positive constant, and ; = [�';2' ... ';.l are 

(1) 

slack variables. The decision function is f(x) = wT ¢(x) -P . 

B. Support Vector Machine Classification (SVM-C) 
SVM-C [17] originally is used to cope with the balanced 

datasets. However, by selecting two appropriately 
proportional trade-off parameters, it can treat imbalanced 
datasets. 

subject to y; [ wT ¢(xJ +b J:?: 1-;; and � :?: 0 ,i = Ls 

where ; = [�';2' ... ';s] are slack variables. The decision 

function is f(x) = wT ¢(x) +b 
C. Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) 

(2) 

SVDD [15] aims at drawing an optimal hypersphere that 
nearly contains all normal data and all abnormal data are 
nearly outside this hypersphere. We need to solve the 
optimization problem: 

min R2 +C1 I� -te2 t � R,c.rg i=l i::::m1+1 

subject to 11¢(x; )-cr :::; R2 +;;,i =� 
II¢ (x; ) -cr :?: R2 -;;> i = m1 + l..s 

;; :?:O , i=Ls 
where; = [� ';2 ' ... ';.l are slack variables. The decision 

function is f(x) = R2 -11¢(x) -cl12 
D. Small Sphere Large Margin (SSLM) 

(3) 

Recently in [16], authors combine the ideas of one-class 
SVM and conventional binary SVM to propose SSLM 
model. This model is to minimize the hypersphere 
containing all normal data and simultaneously maximize the 
margin, distance from outliers to the optimal hypersphere. 
This idea can be formulated by the following optimization 
problem: 

subject to II¢( x;) -cr :::; R2 +;;> i = l..ml 
(4) 

1I¢(x; )_cIl2 :?: R2 + p2 -;;,i = m1 + l..s 
�:?: O,i=Ls 

III. AN OPTIMAL SPHERE AND TWO 
PROPORTIONAL LARGE MARGIN APPROACH 

(SS2LM) 

A. Formulation 
Inspired by the ideas of one-class SVM and binary 

classification SVM, we tackle ND problems by constructing 
an optimal hypersphere in feature space F surrounding most 
of normal data and not containing any abnormal data. To 
increase chance of acceptance of both normal and abnormal 
data, we maintain and maximize two margins at the same 
time. These two margins are proportional to the adjustable 
parameter 8. This parameter depends on the proportion of 
normal and abnormal data 

subject to 1I¢(x;)-cIl2 :::;R2 -8p2 +;;>i=l..ml (6) 

1I¢(x; )_cIl2 :?: R2 + p2 -;;>i = m1 + l..s (7) 

;; :?: O,i =l ..s 
where Rand c are radius and center of the optimal hyper 

sphere, respectively, ; = [;1 ';2 ' ... , ;s f E RS are slack 

variables, p is outside margin (distance from abnormal data 

to decision boundary), 8 (0 :::; 8:::; v) is the ratio between 

outside margin and inside margin. Hence, 8p can be 

considered as inside margin (distance from normal data to 
decision boundary). 

Through doing minimization of the objective function in 
(5), we seek minimal radius R and two maximal margins p , 
8p simultaneously. 

B. Solution 
At first, we combine (6) and (7) to the following form: 

y; 1I¢(x; )_cIl2 :::; y;R2 _Z;p2 + ;;,i = 1:; (8) 

1 -
where z; = -[{l-yJ + (1 + yJ 8 ]' i = l ..s 

2 
To derive the solution of the above optimization problem, 

we make use of KKT theorem and construct the following 
Lagrange function: 

2 2 1 m\ 1 S L(R,c,p,;, a,p) = R -vp +- L;; +- L ;; 
v1m1 ;=1 v2m2 ;=m\+1 

+ fa; (y; 11¢(x;)-cI12 -y;R2 +Z;p2 -;;)-fp;;; (9) 
� � 

Maximizing this function gives 
aL S 

-=o => La;y; =1 aR ;=1 
(10) 



aL S 

-= 0 => e = LaiYi(b(xi) ae i=1 
aL s ml S 

ap =o=> ��Zi =v=>o�ai+i�ai =II 

aL 1 -�=O=> a; +/1; =-- , i=1..m1 a"'i v1m1 
�=O=> ai + /1; =_I _, i= m1 +l..s a;; v2m2 
q �O,y; II¢(x)-gI2 �yJ? -z;Ji +�, 

a; (Y; 1I(b(x;)-cIl2 -y;R2 +Z;p2 -;;) = O,i = G 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

/1; � o,q; � 0,/1;;; = O,i = l..s (16) 

Substituting (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), and (15) to 
Lagrange function, we attain the dual form: 

min ttapjy;yjK(x;,x)-t aiy;K(xi ,x;) 
a i=1 j=1 ;=1 

subject to 

(17) 

Quadratic Optimization problem (17) shows that our new 
model can be easily solved by using v -SVM package in 
LIBSVM [18]. 

To compute radius R and p , we base on KKT conditions 

(15), (16) and let us denote: 

SVp = {i: 1 � i � m1 and O<a; < _
1
_} v1m1 

SVn = {i : m1 < i � sand O<a; < _
1
_} v2m2 

It is easy to see that: 

2 1 2 1 1 R =-� and p =-Pz -- � 
� n2 � 

where � = !SVp! and n2 = ISV. j . 
Pj and P2 can be computed as: 

(18) 

(19) 

� = 
i
&;

p
ll¢(xi)-eI12 = 

i
&;J K(Xi,xi)+lleI12 -2�YkakK(Xk'XJ) 

� = 

i
�

' 
11¢(xJ-eI12 = 

i
�

,
( K(xi,xJ+ lIell2 -2� YkakK(Xk'XJ) 

IIcll2 = ttYiYPPjK(x;,x) (20) ;=1 j=1 
C. Decision Function 
For a new pattern x for classification we calculate the 

distance between (b(x) and center c of the hypersphere and 

then classify x as normal data if this distance is less than 
radius R and as abnormal data if otherwise. The decision 
function is of the following form: 

IV. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

A. Popular measures 
There are some measures to evaluate performance of 

classifier in one class classification. Most of these measures 
can be calculated through a confusion matrix. In one class 
classification, due to the popularity of majority class, we do 
not pay attention much to the accuracy over whole testing 
set 

TP+TN 
Accuracy = ------

TP+FP+TN+FN (22) 
Instead, we focus on accuracy over positive class (%TP) 

and error over negative class (%FP). It is obviously that 
accuracy over negative class will be %TN= 1 - %FP. 

TP FP 
%TP = %FP = (23) 

TP+FN FP+TN 
Both %TP and %FP are used to construct Receiver 

Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. ROC can be thought 
as the best decision boundary for considering relative cost of 
%TP and %FP. The ideal point of ROC curve would be 
(0,100) that is all positive data are correctly classified and 
none of negative data is misclassified as positive. 

In application area, depending on a concrete ND problem 
and the relative cost of correct classification of positive data 
as positive and misclassification of negative data as positive 
data, we will select an appropriate point on ROC curve to 
apply. For instance, in verification system like detecting 
terrorists at the airport, the misclassification a terrorist as a 
normal passenger is much more serious than the other. 
Hence, for this kind of application, the appropriate point on 
ROC curve would be the right furthest point. In contrast, for 
machine fault detection application, the lost of 
misclassification abnormal machine as normal machine is 
more than the other. Thus for this kind of application, the 
appropriate point should be located in left-far position. 

In Information Retrieval (lR) domain and text 
categorization subject, etc., we also make use of some other 
measures such as recall and precision. 

recall = TP 
and precison = TP 

(24) 
TP+FN TP+FP 

B. Accuracy measure 
In this paper, we evaluate performance of our one class 

classifier by the measure that takes into account both 
accuracies over positive and negative data simultaneously. 
This measure is proposed in [19] and follows the formula: 

Accuracy = .J%TP.%FP = �%TP ( 1-%FP) (25) 



V. v - PROPERTY AND ESTIMATIONS OF MARGIN ERRORS 

AND ACCURACY 

Similarly to in SSLM and v-SVM [14], we can devise 
v - property for our model. For preparation, let us denote: 

SVp = {i : 1 :::; i :::; ml' ai > O} 

BSVp ={i:l :::;i:::;ml'ai =_l _} 
VI� 

Sv;. = {i : ml < i :::; s, ai > O} 

BSV _{ .
. 

.< __ 
l _} n - l.� <z_s,aj-

v2m2 
We can state v - property as follow: 

i) \BSV \ � (v + 1) VI � � \SV \ p 15+1 p 

(v-J)v m IBSV I � 2 2 � ISV I " 15 +1 " 

(26) 

(27) 

ii) Denote Margin Error on positive class and negative class 
as MEp and MEn respectively, we have: 

(v + l)vI (v -J)V2 MEp � andME" � (28) 15 +1 15 +1 
iii) Accuracies over positive class, negative class of training 
set and whole training set can be estimated as follows: 

%TP;::: 1 (v + l)vI 
(29) J +l 

and %FP� (V-J)V2 (30) 15 +1 

Accuracy;::: _1_ �[ 15 + 1-(v + l)vl][J + 1-(v-J)vz J (31) 15 +1 
Proof 
i) From (10), (12), we attain: 

L ai=V+l 
iESVp J + 1 

'" v-J 
and L... lX; =--iESV. J + 1 

Making use of (32), we can estimate: 

L_l_;::: LlX;=v+l;::: L ai= L _1_ iESVp vIm] iESVp J + 1 iEBSVp iEBSVp vIm] 
_1_ \SV \;::: v + 1 ;::: _1_ \BSV \ VI� p J +l VI� p 

Similarly for proofing the rest of i. 
ii) ME occurs only at data points which have 
aj = 1 / (vlml) or aj = 1 / (v2m2) and � > O. Hence: 

ME � \ BSVp \ � (V +l)V] , ME" 
� IBSV" I � (V-J)V2 p ml 15 +1 m2 J+l 

(32) 

(33) 

iii) %TP=I-ME ;:::1- (v +l)v] 
p J +l 
(v-J)v %FP=ME" � 2 J +l 

Accuracy = �%TP.(1-%FP) (by (25)) 

;::: _1_ '[J+l-(V +l)v]][J +l-(V-J)V2 ] J +l " 
Although in (31), we estimate accuracy for training set not 

for a separate testing set or for cross validation method, this 
lower bound is still useful. 

A. Choosing parameter tf 
Considering (29) and (30), we can see: 

O'TP 1 (v + l)vI (V-J)V2 (v+l)v2 /0 ;::: - ,%FP � = v2 (34) J +l J+l J+l 
Hence, it is easy to see that when parameter l) varies and 

. � +� mcrease over the range [0; v], lower bound 1- ] of J +l 
(v-J)v %TP will increase as well whereas upper bound 2 15 +1 

will decrease. Hence, we can appropriate parameter J to the 
various ND applications. 

We suppose that the lost of misclassification positive data 
as negative data is different to the lost of misclassification 
negative data as positive data and the relative ratio of first 
lost and second lost is A (A> 0). The total lost will be 

R( J) = %FN.A+ %FN = AMEp + ME" 

(v+l)(Av] +v2 ) < -v - J+l 2 (35) 

Based on (35), we can see that the total lost will be 
minimized when 0= v. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Datasets 
We run our experiment over 18 well-known datasets 

related to machine fault detection and bioinformatics. They 
are basically the balanced datasets. For the purpose of our 
experiment, we need to construct the training sets such that 
they contain plenty of positive data and few of negative data. 
Hence, we are required to make imbalanced these above 
datasets. For each dataset, to conduct a training set, we select 
randomly 80% of positive data and also select randomly 
negative data such that the ratio of positive and negative data 
in training set is nearly 95%. The details of datasets are 
shown in Table l. To ensure the stable performance of the 
classifiers, we will run the classifiers ten times on each 
dataset and compute means and deviations. 

B. Parameter Selection and Parameter Settings 
To get the best model, we use cross validation method 

with five folds. To compute accuracy, we follow the formula 



in [19] and have ace = .J aee + aee - where ace, ace +, and 

acc- are accuracies over whole training set, positive class, 
and negative class, respectively. 

As recommended in most of SVM research works, we 

choose the RBF Kernel function K(x,x') = e -rllx -x 1I' where 

parameter y is slid over grid {2k : k = 21 + 1,1 = -8 .. 2} . 
For SVMC and SVOO, trade-off parameter C] will be 

ranged over grid {2k: k = 21 + 1,1 = -8 .. 2} whereas trade

off parameter C2 will be ranged such that the ratio C2/C] will 
be contained in grid: 

{� �.� �'�'2 �'4�} 
4'm2 '2'm2 'm2' 'm2' 'm2 • 

For OCSVM, parameter v will be search in {O.lk, O.Olk} 
where k is an integer number ranging from 1 to 9. For SSLM 

and SS2LM, v will be varied in {10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 11 O} and 

parameters Vi, V2 will be taken in {O.OI; O.I}. 
Finally, for SS2LM, parameter 8 will be slid in grid 

{0.lkv:k=0 .. 10}. 

TABLE I 
DATA SETS 

Data set #pos #neg ml m, d 

Australian 383 307 245 12 14 

Arrhythmia 237 183 166 9 278 

B. Cancer 444 239 355 18 10 

Biomed 67 127 53 2 5 

Astroparticle 2000 1089 1600 84 4 

Wine 59 71 47 2 13 

Dna 464 485 371 19 180 

Fourclass 307 555 245 15 2 

Sonar 97 III 77 4 67 

Ionosphere 255 126 180 9 34 

Bioinformatic 221 117 176 9 20 

Diabete 500 268 400 21 8 

Liver 200 145 116 6 6 

Spectf 254 95 203 10 44 

SvmGuide3 296 947 236 12 22 

Splice 517 483 413 21 60 

Vehicle 212 217 169 8 18 

Glass 70 76 56 2 9 

#pos, #neg, ml, m, are number of positive and 
negative data in original data set and training set 
respectively; d is dimensionality of data set. 

C. Numerical Results 
In Table 2, to make easier comparison for the experiment 

of all classifiers on one dataset, we emphasize in bold two 
classifiers that result in two highest accuracies. Based on the 
experiments, we can see that except for only one dataset, 
SS2LM always provides two best values and it is almost on 

the top of all experiments. 

TABLE 2 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Data set OCSVM SVM-C SVDD SSLM SS2LM 

Australian 84.68 87.72 77.95 90.95 90.95 
±0.01 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01 ±0.01 

Arrhythmia 81.56 86. 60 83. 35 87.60 89.08 
±0.12 ±O.OOI ±3.25 ±1.80 ±O.OOI 

B. Cancer 94.97 88.85 89.86 98.73 99.00 
±0.08 ±0.02 ±5.2 ±1.2 ±0.9 

Biomed 94.50 70.71 65.47 77.92 87.63 
±0.01 ±0.011 ±0.011 ±0.01 ±0.011 

Astroparticle 89.62 97.06 71.20 91.91 93.70 
±0.90 ±O.OOI ±4.65 ±1.l0 ±1.33 

Wine 95.91 70.71 85.53 86.83 91.42 
±1.14 ±0.011 ±6.32 ±10.03 ±6.55 

DNA 80.98 89.44 90. 37 90. 32 90.43 
±0.13 ±0.011 ±0.07 ±0.17 ±0.06 

Fourclass 94.46 93.19 87.89 92.42 95.17 
±0.058 ±2.65 ±3.82 ±2.26 ±1.96 

Sonar 82.85 86. 60 80. 62 89.88 90.44 
±3.7 ±0.01 ±5.1 ±2.67 ±1.87 

Ionosphere 93.23 89.44 90.05 90.08 95.72 
±0.01 ±0.011 ±0.011 ±0.01 ±0.0l 

Bioinformatics 74.44 92.72 71.37 71.37 71.80 
±5.6 ±4.5 ±5.5 ±4.8 ±5.4 

Diabetes 76.26 87.90 84.56 84.56 89.11 
±0.6 ±0.022 ±2.2 ±0.29 ±0.22 

Liver 73.80 81.65 78.61 85.06 87.42 
±0.01 ±0.01 ±O.II ±0.01 ±0.01 

Spectf 84.13 88.38 89.8 90.58 91.4 
±0.09 ±2.5 ±0.5 ±0.5 ±O.l 

SvmGuide3 77.94 87.71 85.83 87.91 89.36 
±2.94 ±0.022 ±2.40 ±1. l ±0.60 

Splice 81.56 88.50 85.51 88.40 89.29 
±0.01 ±0.011 ±0.011 ±0.011 ±0.022 

Vehicle 71.5 88. 2 74.54 87.56 89.13 
±0.01 ±0.011 ±0.01 ±0.011 ±0.011 

Glass 85.83 84.65 73. 2 80.99 88.52 
±2.2 +0.01 +10.0 +0.4 ±5.4 

50 

Fig. I. Experimental results of all classifiers on 18 datasets 

Figure 1 visually points out that SS2LM has the best 
performance and stability for our experiment on 18 datasets. 
In addition, one of the stand-out advantages of SS2LM is 
capable of adjusting parameter 8 to affect to %TP and %FP 
in order to aim at the various NO applications. To make 
clear this advantage, we will compare in detail SS2LM and 



other successful classifier SSLM [16]. It is clear to see that 
SSLM is a special case of the proposed SS2LM when 6 = o. 
Table 3 presents the experimental result on ionosphere 
dataset in correspondence to parameters y = 0.03125, v = 10, 
VI = 0.001, V2 = 0.001. The case 6 = 0 is correspondent to 
SSLM. As foreseen in advance, since SSLM attempts to 
maximize only outside margin, the decision boundary tends 
to be pushed into the positive data area. It can provide 
highest accuracy on negative data however it will lead to a 
side-effect, i.e., the accuracy on positive data could be 
decreased because some positive data points can be outside 
the margin, i.e. they are in the same area with negative data 
points. The first row of Table 3 demonstrates what we 
predicted. %FP = 0 means that accuracy on negative data is 
100%, the highest value. However, %FP = 64.41 % shows 
that the accuracy on positive data is not high. This leads to 
the general accuracy 80.25%. Let us adjust parameter 6 to 
fulfill SS2LM. When 6 is slid in its domain, % TPand %FP 

become more balance. In this example, %FPis still equal 

to 0% which shows that when 6 varies in its current 

domain, the boundary decision is still in very good area 

with respect to %FP. Hence we have a chance to adjust 6 
to obtain a higher % TP. Fortunately, in this case, we 

achieve the two seemly contrast purposes, high % TP = 
84.75% and the same %FP = 0% and thus accuracy 

92.06% at the same time, when 6 = 0.5 and v = 10. It 

supports our argument that through adjusting parameter 

6, we can affect to both % TP and %FP to target to the 

variety of NO applications. 

TABLE 3 
EXPERIMENT ON DATASET IONOSPHERE 
Label Ii %TP %FP Accuracy 
1 0 64.41% 0% 80.25% 
2 1 66.1% 0% 81.3% 
3 2 22.03% 0% 46.94% 
4 3 55.93% 0% 74.79% 
5 4 72.88% 0% 85.37% 
6 5 84.75% 0% 92.06% 
7 6 64.41% 0% 80.25% 
8 7 64.41% 0% 80.25% 
9 8 64.41% 0% 80.25% 
10 9 64.41% 0% 80.25% 
11 10 64.41% 0% 80.25% 

Best model when y = 0.03125, v = 10, Vj = 0.001, 
V2 = 0.001, Ii = 5 

VII. CONCLUSION 

We have combined the ideas of one-class SVM and 
conventional binary SVM to devise the new SS2LM model 
for dealing with the imbalanced datasets. By maximizing 
simultaneously both outside and inside margins, SS2LM can 
balance accuracies over both positive and negative data to 
result in high performance. By adjusting the proportional 
parameter b"of two margins, we can affect to %TP and %FP 
to aim at the variety of real applications. 
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